
SUCCESS SCRIPT CHECKLIST

___ Write the story in past tense and third person (He/She/they)

___ Leave out the steps leading up to your intended result (Just tell the end of the story)

___ Leave out any mistakes, pending doom or drama in the Script (Just the end results)

___ Only focus on your highest and most desired outcome

___ Eliminate “fixing” words (anything that you think you should be doing to fix things)

___ If you have to convince yourself of something eliminate it from the script

___ Tell your results story with the ideal emotions of being/doing/having that result

___ Give yourself a title that features your best energy/self (“The Victorious Fundraiser”)

___ Give people / places a title with the positive feature you love (“The Happy Closer”)

___ Script about something else that feels good if you are feeling resistance

___ You don’t Script to fix anything

___ You Script just to feel good with that intended result

___ You Script to test drive an idea

___ You Script to test drive a relationship, resource, purchase or an opportunity

___ You Script to experience the thoughts / feelings of the things you desire
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___ You test a Script by reading it out loud

___ If you don’t feel that jolt/ ZING of positive energy reading, keep rewriting it 

___ If you feel sick or incongruent with the Script energy do some clearing exercises

___ If someone stands in the way of your goal write about new helper characters

___ Stay unattached to relationships that only partially match your Script

___ Return to rewriting the Script and be even more specific with intended results

___ Script your ideal conversation before a meeting, date, conversation

___ Write a Gratitude Script time traveling to the moment you “are/have it”

___ Sometimes drama and chaos occurs first for your reality to match the Script

___ Use Scripts as a form of prayer

___ Use Scripts as a prototype for something you want

___ Use Scripts as to test drive future moments 

___ Use Scripts to reclaim past negatives and tell a positive version of what happened

___ Use Scripts to recoup lost investments of time and money 

___ If you are experiencing pending danger; i.e. tax, financial, career, relationships.. 

write a SuccessScript ignoring the problem is even occurring and focus on what you 

would be doing if you weren’t dealing with the issue and just feeling, love, joy, peace
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SAMPLE SUCCESS SCRIPT 

The Generous Philanthropist made such an inspiring impact on her community. She 

was known for simple, cutting edge technology that help her clients instantly connect to 

the experience of being, doing and having the best version of themselves.  

She celebrated each scripting victory as if it was her own.  

Precious community leaders were living the best versions of themselves and embracing 

their rich and fulfilling destinies.  

She loved her amazing community of Success Scripters that helped each other feel that 

jolt of electricity/ ZING feeling when the desires matched their success scripts.  

What an amazing way to live, helping so many have uplifting, awe inspiring, manifesting 

conversations that created amazing ripples of health, wealth and love in the local and 

global community!
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